New Women's Dorm Being Built; Last Of Its Kind At NDSU

One of the largest problems faced by college and university administrators is providing adequate housing for the everincreasing student body. Daniel Carr, dean of students at North Dakota State University, notes that the problem is twofold, first, "We are morally committed to provide," and second, "When complete we have to pay for it." Construction has begun on a new NDSU women's dormitory. It will be the fourth residence hall in the complex that now is composed of Johnson, Reed and Weible Halls and the recently opened food center.

Since this would be an unprecedented move by the administration, several factors had to be taken into consideration before it could be approved. Is there enough money available from student fees?

Conceivably, the group was that there must be more than sufficient funds available to cover this project since only a small percentage of the money taken out of student fees has been returned for student use. Second, is the project a direct service to students? The group decided that it was a worthwhile project because it would put to use money that has already been donated to the cause and that because it would provide a service for all of the students.

If something is not done about it now, students who do not have the money and their money and their need to see the project completed will not be allowed to enjoy it when it is finished. If the money is approved by Student Senate, the Board of Organizations and Activities and President Albrecht, the pool could be completed by January, 1965.

Third, will completion of the pool have any adverse effects on the University expansion program? Rather than hinder expansion motives, the group thought that this would demonstrate the need for additional facilities. Besides showing student dissatisfaction with the lack of facilities, it would bring attention to the general condition which some of the facilities are in.

Also, if the pool is completed, activities which now are carried on within the pool frame, will be carried on within the pool frame, work will have to be carried on elsewhere. At present, no "elsewhere.

With these and a few routine factors taken into consideration, the committee was unanimous.

By the time this Spectrum is printed, senate should have voted on the proposal at its regular Tuesday night meeting.

Finance Commission Okays Swimming Pool Funds

$4,000 in student fees was approved by the Commission of Finance last Monday of its last meeting. This is the amount allotted to the swimming pool fund. The act was taken last week after the gathering of information on current financial situation and that all pool fund which was spent last spring.

Students who were here last spring might remember being approached to donate to building fund labeled "Swimming Pool Fund." Some of this drive was to raise money to demonstrate to potential outside contributors that the students were interested in seeing the swimming pool built.

The drive succeeded by raising money from the students, over $1,700 now. In the spring waiting for the other sources to make their contributions. About half of this was donated by social and alumni, the project will cost over $13,000 to complete, a total of about $13,000 is needed, says Joe Grim, As 4 who worked on the project last spring. Estimated that if $8,000 more is placed in the fund, the deficit of $5,000 could be raised from alumni almost immediate.

With this figure in mind the Commission of Finance prepared to consider the project. Because they are not completely satisfied with the present "existence halls.

Completion of the new dormitory must conform to architectural plans already laid out (with a few modifications), but is basically the same as Reed and Johnson.

Ceres Hall won't be next year for women but for an overflow of men. Therefore, even though the new residence hall will house approximately 200 women, it will only be a gain of space for 100 women.

Deferred pledging has been the main topic of discussion among Inter Fraternity Council members the past few weeks. Since there are many forms which deferred pledging could take it was necessary to choose one upon which to base consideration for the procedure. At a meeting of fraternity presidents Oct. 25, a motion was passed calling for deferred pledging of freshmen for one quarter. Controversy was present from the beginning.

Consideration of a new pledging proposal came from dissatisfaction with the procedure as it was carried out this year. Suggestions were made for improvement of the rushing system. Some of these include the elimination of the five-week deferred pledging, in formal open rush at all times and hold the pledging till later. To consider a specific deferred pledging procedure, instead of attempting it as an improvement on the present system. Considerable argument resulted from this.

Those for deferred pledging argued that it would improve the quality of men in the fraternities, release some of the pressure students feel to rush, and dormitory regulations and give rushers a better chance to understand what it is all about.

Those against the proposal argued that the quantity of fraternity members in the dormitories would be given the advantage in drawing men away from the dormitories, some of the present system is adequate and this would not be fair to those who wanted to pledge a fraternity right away in the fall. Bishop Schneiders unqualifiedly accepted deferred pledging passed, six to three, with one fraternity not represented.

Presidents of the houses then were asked by Joe Schneider, IPC president, to take the proposal back to their respective chapters and get their reactions and suggestions presented.

At a follow-up meeting of the presidents Nov. 18, the outcome was declared unworkable because of a 5·5 split between the houses.

This developed when two president were unable to vote for the proposal because it had not been approved with all member's concurrence. One-quarter deferred pledging was thus eliminated.

President Schneider then appointed a four-man committee headed by Bill Bourassa, Gen 3. The committee to investigate the rushing system and develop a proposal which might be accepted to all the fraternities. This committee will be the subject of a thorough, in-depth evaluation of the present system and any other system which might provide the fraternities with an effective rushing program.
Perfect for the college man

FaraPress Slacks

by FARAH

Never Need Ironing

"They're ironing while they're drying"

ND Farmers' Union Will Not Change T.I. Fit NFO Policy

Stanley M. Moore, administrative assistant to the North Dakota Farmers' Union president, addressed the Nov. 5 meeting of the Agricultural Economics Club. The Farmers' Union is the largest single farm organization in North Dakota and ranks second nationally, said Moore.

"The programs of the Farmers' Union are directed to the family farm; stated Moore, "that is why we have a strong stand for supply management."

Federal quotas based on allotments to families would be employed to regulate supply. The program would use "cut offs" at certain levels to remove the advantages of large farms.

"Land ownership by the owner-operator is favored by the NDU; we oppose any corporate farm bill in North Dakota. We feel that large farms are not in the best interest of the community or country," said Moore.

Expansion and development of cooperatives to provide credit from producer to consumer is another goal of the NDU. Requiring two questions from the group Moore stated that the action of the National Farmers' Organization would not change the policy of the other farm organization, "unless the NFO members actively participate in these organizations to affect such changes."

The rapid growth of the NFO "demonstrates the concern of farm scholarship," said Moore. "Major farm organizations have tended to ignore the feelings of young farmers, feeling too busy to attend meetings and conventions; we must approach this group."
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TACO SHOP

Featuring Spanish Food also "The Grinder"

The World's Largest Sandwich

Open Every Day

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.
306 North University Dr.

In J. D. Salinger's short story, "Zoey," the title character accuses his audience of being the fat lady.

She is the sweating, mildly disapproving, sometimes churlish, ideal listener to which he directs his comments. She represents large mass of people out there somewhere who can tune an entire or in out at will.

If there is a fat lady on our North Dakota State University campus, I believe there is, then she must be losing weight lately, to get to all the things going on. I have even seen her the last few weeks in the front row at the Little Country Theatre, looking on with what disapprobation until the second act finale makes her chin flap.

In the next few weeks she must fly to disapprove of all things going on.

MSC's KISS ME KATE

She must get to Moorhead State College for its Wednesday evening of Cole Porter's KISS ME KATE. There, she can mingle and dance at Porter's sophisticated lyrical songs in such as "Too Damn Hot."

She can bridge at the lively dances choreographed by Marilyn Nee. She can bitterly miss the Shakespearean elements in this version of a musical. She will wonder what is a shrew. She may be unhappy, but she will urge Judy back, because the fast-paced and characteristically jovial direction of Del Hanson will bring her back.

SUAB SHOWS "A RAISIN IN THE SUN"

Friday she will be back on this campus for the SUAB Fall RAISIN IN THE SUN. She will be impressed by Sidney Poitier, because he won an award and she knows awards are good things, though if she knew the award carried no money with it, she would not be so impressed.

However, she will wonder why such depressing subjects as Charles and Negro life, with its attendant frustrations and soul-searching dialogue must be filmed.

She will wish rather to see a nice picture, with lots of nice people, happy ending. Something like The Great Day, maybe.

The Fat Lady will blame the Broadway inception for the tendency to deal with subjects she'd much rather ignore. Ms. be there because she's the Fat Lady and she loves to disapprove.

BYRON JANIS AT CONCORDIA

Saturday she'll throw a ratty old fur about her, deck her with jewels and hire her over to Concordia to look at Byron J. She read about him in Time, and she knows he's good, but she's surprised for the name. She had been expecting a tambourine.

THE TYRONE GUTHRIE PLAYERS

The Tuesday she'll be all primed for the Tyrone Guthrie Players. She'd be interested in Col. Porter's KISS ME KATE. There, she can multiply and do fancy things on. During intermission she will lust sounds of "Marvelous!" - "Oooh, isn't it just too simply?" She will be happy. She will go home, wrap her hair in old VOLUME SIX papers, turn on the night, and go to sleep.

Let's leave her there.

One closing note. There have been some complaints about the Fat Lady on the Lyceum Series. Students don't know far enough to have the seminar free. The time is Wednesday, 9:30-11:30 a.m.
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Modern Equipment And Defense Dollar Help Ocean Research

"Improvements in sounding and topography mapping equipment have been responsible for the increase in knowledge about the ocean floors," said Dr. Dom S. Gorsline, associate professor of marine geology at the University of Southern California.

Dr. Gorsline spoke Nov. 2 at a lecture held in the Memorial Union. He appeared under the auspices of the American Geophysical Union and spoke about "The Topography of the Ocean Floor."

Around the middle of the 19th century, he said, the United States Navy began to take crude depth soundings by use of a cannonball hung on the end of a long line.

Little advance was made until World War I when echo sounding machines became common. These machines, better known as sonar, were improved until they became the major means of determining ocean topography.

The largest factor contributing to ocean topography research lately has been national defense. Mappling the ocean floor, said Dr. Gorsline, is considered important for our nation for defense purposes.

Dr. Gorsline continued the lecture by showing how the ocean floor is divided into zones: the continental margin, deep physi- cal plains and the central ridge.

The continental margin is Dr. Gorsline’s major field of study and he has been doing research work along with his associates on the evolution of the various structures found in this area.

Dr. Gorsline closed his lecture with a question and answer period to help clarify some of the points he brought out in the lecture.

Interest Shown This Summer; Club Distributes Newsletter

The first copies of a newly-established newsletter published by the Agricultural Economics Club were mailed Nov. 3, according to Jerome Johnson assistant professor of agricultural economics.

Johnson said the newsletter was published twice last summer by the department of agricultural economics on a trial basis to see if there would be interest in this type of publication.

Because of the interest shown it was decided at the last regular meeting of the Agricultural Economics Club that the club would take over the newsletter and make it a monthly publication.

The newsletter is important during the summer months because it provides the only contact between the college and many agricultural economics students. It will be distributed to agricultural economics students living in the dormitories and fraternity houses by carriers. All costs of the paper are the responsibility of the Agricultural Economics Club.

The newsletter is edited by Larry Turner, AG 3, and has a mailing list of about 200, including approximately 20 staff members. Turner also edits the Village Voice for married students on campus.

Many, Many Paperbacks

1/2 PRICE SALE

Also Large Selection of Technical Reference and

General Text Books on

SALE

for $1 and $2.

COME EARLY!
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University Should Erase Double Jeopardy System

We believe that the University imposes a system of double jeopardy by punishing students who have already been disciplined for off-campus offenses by civil authorities.

Last year we noticed that in several incidents the school placed students under disciplinary probation although they had been disciplined off campus. Quite often local law enforcement agencies had also proceeded.

The official regulations handbook of the University states that "Any student whose behavior is dishonest, destructive, unlawful or injurious to the University's reputation or whose conduct is prejudicial to the good name of the University will be subject to disciplinary action by the University."

It continues by stating: "This applies to all students and student organizations. In the event of their violation of the law, individuals or an entire group of students, the University in addition to possible action by civil authorities."

This is double jeopardy.

The fallacy limiting the University's New Mexico Student Standards Disciplinary Committee's jurisdiction primarily to on-campus violations has been adopted by its faculty. This revised policy resulted from that committee's suspension of four students for a wild ride that ended in apprehension by the city police.

Considerable controversy erupted on campus after the board's action. Several student leaders argued that the board's jurisdiction should extend only to on-campus offenses committed by on-campus and civil authorities should handle the rest. The only exception should be suspensions of students such as term parties and other functions closely connected with the University.

Commissions Unusual Request For $8,000 Surely Will Be Ignored

An unusually high request of $8,000 has been approved by the student Commission of Finance to complete the swimming pool in the Fieldhouse.

This request must be approved by the powerful committee called the finance commission, has no idea how much money from student fees the University controls. All it is aware of is the amount it requested.

Because this $8,000 request is not part of the regular Student Senate budget, it is necessary for it to be raised for this reason.

We believe that in the future North Dakota State University students should extend only to on-campus affairs. They contended that if the project would benefit the majority of student body members.

College Has Changed; Pranksters Are Gone

The campus represents the student body.

The Spectrom is published every Wednesday during the school year at Fargo, North Dakota by the NDSU Board of Publications, State University, North Dakota, N. D.

Subscription rate $1.00 per term.

The Spectrom, a student publication, although we don't think students should have to pay for it, but because we believe the students should have the privilege of spending their own money.

If the board does not grant the money we urge the finance commission to find out the reason why; if the request is granted, let's stand up and be counted. It is time some of the student fees went $8,000 of student money laying around.

Surely Will Be Ignored

"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more!" (Henry V.) I must take issue with the West-Walker Khalif criticism of my recent letter to the editor.

To begin with, I did not define the term, it would not have been "appropriate reasoning regarding." In fact, the source cited by the threeWs doesn't either; it does define "sophist" as "now, usually a captious or fallacious critic.

The term "opportunistic" is imprecise, and I would prefer a better definition taken from the same source. This "fallacy" is given as a synonym for "sophistry" and fallacies in logical usage means "any reasoning failing to satisfy the conditions of logical proof of violating the laws of valid argument."

An even more precise definition is under "fallacy."

This "captious or fallacious reasoning, containing subtle or specious characteristics of reason, usually intended to deceive, especially since I do not feel this to be a "fallacy.

I find no criticism in it, letter on the necessity of checking the four errors of ignorance (ignorant). I might add that I did chose only one main captious or fallacious argument in my letter, viz., that of ignorance.

There were also a number of examples of Formal, Material Psychology. "Fallacious" reasoning, and space conspired against me.

We must proceed to the core of my letter. The term "captious" comes from making a "hasty generalization" (which incidentally is precisely described as an "opportunistic" or "fallacy.

From traditionally, fallacies have referred to errors of logical form versus "the fallacy," rather than "an individualistic" (inductive) argument.

I plead guilty to being a little bit carping and stand mute on a charge of semantic sloppiness; since I indicated that "point of view." I had said "implied" a necessary antecedent term, then I might be guilty of "equivocation."

The "pressing need" was resolved. I was obvious to making a "hasty generalization" (which incidentally is precisely described as an "opportunistic" or "fallacy."

If the board does not grant the money we urge the finance commission to find out the reason why; if the request is granted, let's stand up and be counted. It is time some of the student fees went $8,000 of student money laying around.

College Has Changed; Pranksters Are Gone

To the students: This weekend I chance to spend a very brief time with a relatively younger than we.

Our 19, in his study and with his family. Topic of conversation was college pranks.

This man will retire in about two years from the Agricultural Extension Service of our Institution and he was typically anxious to relate some of the more humorous experiences of his college career.

One of those by the student of his description of his experiences were literally to sharpen focus on a particular joke.

This campus changed in many ways from the story of the ill-defined early Middle Ages, 2) the most important prerequisite for using a "fallacy," one who offers a philosophy course offered by North Dakota State University, and there was no logic in the course, teaching staff unannounced,

The "pressing need" was resolved. I was obvious to making a "hasty generalization" (which incidentally is precisely described as an "opportunistic" or "fallacy."

If the board does not grant the money we urge the finance commission to find out the reason why; if the request is granted, let's stand up and be counted. It is time some of the student fees went $8,000 of student money laying around.

We are in favor of approving the request, not only because we think it is important to have a pool in the new proposed Fieldhouse. The Board of Higher Education or the State Legislature might decide that this school doesn't need two pools.

Also, if it gives students 8,000 for a swimming pool, why shouldn't it give students 8,000 for a swimming pool to pay the entire cost of Homecoming next year? Again, it is the students' money and Student Senate represents the student body.

We hope that the request will be put itself in a vulnerable position for future requests.
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Our Mailbag Runneth Over

Dolve Hall's Condition

Is Criticized By Student

To the editor:

They tell us that we must make way for progress; that we must be patient. You ask what am I talking about? Then you haven’t had a class in the basement of Dolve.

In ancient times, the engineers on this campus were taught in the Dungeons of Dolve. Then the basement vaults were comfortably warm, poorly ventilated and as quiet as a fallout shelter should be. Now progress has changed all this.

Now the rooms in the basement are uncomfortably hot due to the not-yet insulated steam pipes and the not-yet operating ventilation system used solely for carrying the sounds and dust of construction throughout the building.

Is it unreasonable to ask for quiet and comfortable conditions in which to study, learn and write exams? The conditions outlined are far to neither the professors nor to the students.

Certainly, these conditions will be corrected in time, but in how much time? In the beginning, everyone was willing to be inconvenience for a few weeks, but now it has been eight weeks. How much longer? L. W. Norrie, E. A. 3

Dairy Princess

Feels Insulted

To the editor:

Somewhow the Spectrum got the impression that I am a stranger to dairy farming and life. Perhaps I can’t milk cows by hand, but on our farm we use modern equipment and I am no stranger to it.

I do not believe this fact deserved to be the topic of the article. You may have thought the title a good eye catcher and good for a chuckle, but certainly it was not altogether accurate.

I’d also like to mention that I am from Chasney, N. D. Not a big town, but my town. Dorothy Heintz

“State Dairy Princess”

Valley Psychological Association

Elects James Whittaker President

Dr. James O. Whittaker, professor of psychology at North Dakota State University, has been elected president of the Red River Valley Psychological Association.

The association consists of psychologists at the three colleges in the Fargo-Moorhead area, the University of North Dakota, James-town College and the State Hospital at Jamestown, N. D. and Fergus Falls, Minn.

Membership in the association is open to any psychologist in the Red River Valley area. Purpose of the organization is to advance psychology as a science, as a profession and as a means of promoting human welfare.

RELIGIOUS ARTICLES

For the finest in Missals, Prayer-books, Rosaries, religious pictures etc., you’ll find a wide selection at Hurley’s Religious Goods, Inc.

East Second Ave. N. 222-4178
(Across from the Public Library)

CAMPUS CUTIE this week is Sandy Shiplay, a freshman in arts and sciences and a Gamma Phi Beta pledge from Steele.

Pepper Attempts To Explain Some Of His Statements

(Continued from page 4)

I would be delighted to have the “remainder of the 17 fallacies evident on cursory examination” pointed out, but I do not think that they could be examined in proper detail in a letter to the editor. Perhaps a special edition of the Spectrum?

Finally, to say that fallacious statements have no place in a university newspaper is not to say that they should not be permitted. For indeed all manner of improprieties are indeed permitted in a free society; this does not mean that they should be either encouraged or go unchallenged.

I most certainly concur with W., W, and V. (Voltaire)—we do indeed have the right to display our errors in public.

We must, however, be prepared to answer for them. “We must speak by the card, or equivocation will undo us” (Hamlet).

P.S. The quotations are appropriate and are also offered in honor of the 400th anniversary of W. Shakespeare’s birthday.

Evans H. Pepper, assistant professor of plant pathology
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You’re probably too tall to fit into a suit of armor but just right for the long and lean look of these pants. Post-Grads trim you up and taper you down. They’re noble and mobile and absolutely authentic. Neck belt loops. Narrow but-not-too-narrow cuffs. Shaped on-seam pockets. You can look better than Galahad for a pittance since they cost but $6.50 a pair in 55% Acrylic, 45% Rayon. Buy ’em and yocks!

*Cherished Registered Trademark meaning that these slacks are unusually family guaranteed for one full year’s normal wear.
Chem Research To Include Students

Names of ten undergraduate chemistry students chosen to take part in a $10,000 National Science Foundation research participation program have been announced at North Dakota State University.

Students in the program work side-by-side with professional researchers on existing research projects.

Students chosen are Carl Pfiffner, CP 3; David Meyers, CP 2; Bruce Tannell, CP 4; Karen Sprick, CP 3; Janice Romstad, CP 4; Linda Christensen, CP 4; Leo Thielmann, CP 2; Robert Chailey, CP 2, and Judith Kraft, CP 4.

All will receive stipends of $800 for the year's work, plus allowance for travel to conferences on existing research projects.

Names of ten undergraduate students chosen to take part in the research program have been announced at North Dakota State University.

The students will have an opportunity to report on their work at the Annual Undergraduate Symposium in Chemistry of the Minnesota Section of the American Chemical Society, to be held early next spring. Last year, students from NDSU comprised the largest single group in the symposium.

Typical projects on which the students will work include the study of metals contained in petroleum to determine the causes of certain undesired reactions; the study of nitrogen in lignite and its applications in the manufacture of fertilizer and the extraction of less common metals used in space research by means of organic solvents.

Students are selected for the program on the basis of their past academic records and their interest and apparent potential as future scientists.

The students will have an opportunity to report on their work at the Annual Undergraduate Symposium in Chemistry of the Minnesota Section of the American Chemical Society, to be held early next spring. Last year, students from NDSU comprised the largest single group in the symposium.

CAMPUS NOTICES

MARIED STUDENTS

Married students can get a copy of the Village Voice today and tomorrow at the information desk in the Memorial Union.

GAMMA DELTA

Eagle Sunday at 5 p.m. Gamma Delta will sponsor a pep rally and a pledge ceremony in the Memorial Union. The group will be attended by the Gamma Delta chapter of the University of Rhode Island.

BISON ANNUAL

First deadline for naming the annual undergraduate symposium in Chemistry of the Minnesota Section of the American Chemical Society, to be held early next spring. Last year, students from NDSU comprised the largest single group in the symposium.

STUDENTS SAVE AT EPKO CAMERA CORNER

November 25, 1964 at Northport Shopping Center – AD 2-3433

Your Student Activity Card is Worth Money

Official NDSU class ring made by L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY.

Ladies Ring $24.75 $22.50

Add $4.00 for Pharmacy symbol

Deduct $1.00 for rings with onyx stone

Choose from NDSU comprised the largest single group in the symposium.

Power of Women Will Be Discussed

An opportunity for dialogue and discussion of the question, "Is Christianity Woman Today," will be provided at North Dakota State University.

On the first floor of the Dairy Science Club, there will be an opportunity for discussion of the question, "Is Christianity Woman Today," followed by a discussion of the question, "Is Christianity Woman Today," at the previous event.

Orders will be taken by the L. G. Balfour representative from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. at the "Varsity Mart." Be sure to bring your $10.00 deposit.

Only Seniors and Second Quarter Juniors are eligible to order a ring.

Official NDSU class ring made proudly and exclusively by L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY.

NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY

Campus RING DAY

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1964

Orders will be taken by the L. G. Balfour representative from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. at the "Varsity Mart." Be sure to bring your $10.00 deposit.

Only Seniors and Second Quarter Juniors are eligible to order a ring.

Price List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men's Ring</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladies Ring</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add $1.50 per letter for gold encrusting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add $4.00 for Pharmacy symbol (Rx)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add $4.00 for B-Aarch degree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deduct $1.00 for rings with onyx stone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus 10% Federal Tax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and 2 1/2% N. Dak. state sales tax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices Include

Initials engraved inside the ring. Choice of Garnet, Blue Spinel, or Tourmaline (green) stones. Genuine Prismaticte closed back; seals out dirt; seals stone in ring.
Aftermath Of Battle
Campus Professors Questioned About Post-Election Results

What will be the effects of the election upon the various aspects of economy throughout our nation and world? Professor John Hove, chairman of the North Dakota State University board of higher education, said that many states are uncertain whether they will have a stable government for the next four years.

"The national election will place President John Hove in a position to function more effectively in affairs of an international nature which is essential for our survival as a nation, according to Merri-itt Flynn, associate professor of education."

"President Kennedy was handicapped by the close election and President Eisenhower by health and a successor in the making," said Flynn.

"It is too early to predict what the outcome of the election will be when only 24 hours have passed," said William Dismuke, professor of animal science, "but I will be watching to see the results from the country as a whole."

It is good that the election went as it did, according to Richard Reese, associate professor of education. He remarked that he expects to see business increasing but was wondering how long this apparent good business could continue.

"New Vacation Policy"

Non-professional employees at North Dakota State University have organized to protest the change in vacation policy enacted by the State Board of Higher Education that became effective Nov. 1, 1964.

George Alberts is chairman of the employees' committee which has met with President H. R. Albrecht to arrange an appointment to present its protests to the State Board at the November meeting.

The committee is protesting the policy change because it believes the change is a step backward during a time of increasing fringe benefits. Secretaries, stenographers, clerks and technicians receive the largest cuts in vacation time.

"Other employees, previously covered by a different policy, will have their vacations reduced by two working days," said Edythe Toring.

"I am for a uniform alignment of vacation policies at all state colleges," said Al-berts.

"The action of the State Board is a result of a recommendation by the presidents of the eight North Dakota colleges," said Alber-ts. President Albrecht said the action was taken to bring about uniform vacation policies at all state colleges.
**DOING A GOOD TURN by painting the fences at Children's Village...**

Children's Village was the scene of a clean-up, paint-up work day Oct. 21. Members of the Theta Chi fraternity and the Kappa Delta sorority of North Dakota State University spent the afternoon painting fences, raking leaves and doing various other projects.

Project Coordinator Gary Sorenson, AS 4, said, "Once a quarter we (Theta Chi) get together with one of the sororities and try to complete a worthwhile project as a community service.

"This quarter's project proved to be useful to Children's Village and satisfying to us, in that we could see that the service was appreciated by both the administrators and the children of the village."

About 60 members of the two groups took part in the project. Those that weren't busy raking or painting were kept busy entertaining the children or answering their questions about Bal and college activities.

Jim Bascus, Children's Village superintendant, said the 11 gallons of paint used 22 rakes at one time.

He stated that the Village continues as much as it can because its operating budget is limited and there is always something that needs to be done.

**When Jerry West goes fishing...**

"Whether it's the fishing or basketball season, I always carry 'Chap Stick,'" says the L.A. Lakers star. "During the winter, I leave a heated gym and summer sun, they dried out - even cracked. But now, summer or winter, 'Chap Stick' does the job - soothes my lips and helps heal them fast!"

**Theta Chis And Kappa Deltas Team Up For Work-Day Project**

"A tri-state badminton sport night between Concordia College, Moorhead State College and North Dakota State University will be held Nov. 17 at 7 p.m. with NESU as the host," stated Bluetta Williams, AS 4, and Women's Recreation Association president.

"We are also sponsoring a state playday at Valley City on Nov. 16. All the colleges in the state are invited to come. The day will include a business meeting in the afternoon and activities in the morning," as planned Miss Williams.

The activities that WRA is sponsoring this fall are bowling, badminton, volley ball, fencing and rifle. "Any sport that enough people are interested in we will sponsor," said Miss Williams.

"All women on campus belong to WRA and the purpose of this organization is to further athletic interest and activities for girls and women according to the..."
Short Talks at the Memorial Union's dedication last week were Ene Koivastik and Dean D. R. Leasure.

Nine New Appointments Made By The President

Several recent appointments to staff and faculty of North Dakota State University have been announced by President H. R. Al-backman following approval by the State Board of Higher Education.

Approved at the board's last meeting were the appointments of Mcilwain as instructor in veterinary science, Albert Schaefer as assistant agronomist at the Fargo branch of the Agricultural Experiment station and Lars-Cheh, Rodger Williams and Mrs. Marilyn Backman to positions as extension agents.

Approved earlier, but not previously reported, were the appointments of Dr. Robert W. Barnes as assistant professor of veterinary science, Mrs. Maxine Anderson as state librarian and Rae Ann Winlaw as assistant home extension agent for Ward County.

Mcilwain has just completed a tour of duty as a medical officer with the U. S. Army in Japan and is a 1960 graduate of NDSU and has a master's degree earned in 1962.

Mcilwain was awarded a Glidewell Fellowship in 1959 and completed a master's degree in industrial engineering from NDSU and has been working toward a master's degree in management science.

Anderson holds bachelor's and master's degrees from Montana State University. He has done research on barley and green wheat ears at the Montana Agricultural Experiment Station.

Williams has been appointed assistant county extension agent for Pembina County. He is a 1964 graduate of NDSU.

For some, an elevator to the top

The elevator isn't large, but it makes frequent trips to the top. Many young men are rising swiftly in the telephone business. And the same challenge faces you, more than ever. Whether it be scientific or managerial, you can find it with us. But our standards are high—most offers go to better-than-average students. Find out more when the Bell System Recruiting Team comes to your campus. Your Placement Office can arrange your appointment with representatives from:

1. **Western Electric Company**—Mark Foster. Manufactures, distributes and installs equipment for the Bell System. Also missile, guidance and control system projects.

2. **Bell Telephone Laboratories**—Noel Gagstetter. Provides research and developments for the Bell System. Missile, guidance and control system projects.

3. **Northwestern Bell Telephone Company**—Noel Gagstetter. Representing each of the 21 operating companies providing communications service on a local level.

*This team will consider all qualified applicants for employment without regard to race, creed, color or national origin.
Bison Collect Eighth Victory To Establish New Win Mark

North Dakota State University scored a prestige victory at Pocatello, Idaho, for a prestige bout against Idaho State Bengals.

To Establish New Win Mark

has won eight straight games. It is the first time in NDSU history that a Bison football team has won eight straight games. It has also improved Bison hopes of_traveling to Abilene Dec. 12 to compete in the annual Pecan Bowl.

NDSU was rated fifth in last week's poll.

NDSU will try to improve its most impressive win-loss record since 1953 when it meets a University of Wisconsin branch school at Milwaukee next week.

Bison swept to an early 21-0 lead in the first half. However, they had to withstand an Idaho State rally that did not put the game out of reach.

Quarterback Frank Heniges loosened up his passing arm to loosen the Idaho State defense. Heniges passed for 130 yards.

Bruce Airheart again provided the offensive threat for the Bison when he scored three times in the first half on runs of 2, 30 and 13 yards.

Bruce Airheart's second touchdown drive involved only two plays. The score came when Airheart skipped over left guard and outraced Idaho State's Rudy Necke for the 30-yard touchdown.

A fumble on the ensuing kickoff recovered by NDSU's Rudy Necke set up the third Bison score.

Late in the third quarter NDSU capitalized on a bad pass from Idaho State quarterback Vovaina.

Bruce Airheart again provided the offense's threat for the Bison. He scored three times in the first half on runs of 2, 30 and 13 yards.

Bruce Airheart's second touchdown drive involved only two plays. The score came when Airheart skipped over left guard and outraced Idaho State's Rudy Necke for the 30-yard touchdown.

A fumble on the ensuing kickoff recovered by NDSU's Rudy Necke set up the third Bison score. Bill Sturdevant gained two yards from the 15 before the Bison's second touchdown.

Idaho State scored on its first series of downs after the last Bison fumble. Bengal halfback John Maddock scored on a 3-yard run with 1:52 remaining in the first quarter.

The game was held in front of 6,800 fans.

Frosh Basketballers Cut To Fifteen Men

Frosh Basketballers Cut To Fifteen Men

Of the 25 freshman basketball players who tried out, 15 made the final cut. They will be the core of the team for the next two years, according to Coach Doug Palmer.

Another "survival of the fittest" test will come after some of the frosh players report for practice.

The survivors included two 6-6 Minnesota players, Dale Stremskik from Minnetonka and Ed Anderson from Barnesville. Gene Anderson from Battle Lake, Minn. and Leo Netter from Kindred stand 6-4.

Ron Schlesien of Makoti, Bob Goets of Halldale, Dick Sali of Valley City and Alan Anderson of Mound, Minn. register at sixth shorter.

Greg Parsons from Ada, Minn. and Joe Groh of Rugby are 6-2. Butch Evert from Hickson is 6-1 and Jack Imbiedke of Fergus, Bob Erickson from Bronx, N.Y. and

Lorne Persons from Valley level off at six feet.

John Maddock, the only player below the group of six feet tall from Fargo and is 5-11.

Palmer said: "The main reason for the group of six feet tall from Fargo and is 5-11.
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Bison Top Idaho; Finish This Week

Theoretically North Dakota State University finishes its most successful season in history Saturday when it meets the University of Wisconsin branch at Milwaukee. However, Bison coaches and players still await the chance to extend their season either until Nov. 28 when the Mineral Bowl will be held or Dec. 12 when Pecan Bowl will be held.

Joel Schaefer is one of the best backfield men in the North Dakota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference; two years in a row. Last year he was third in total rushing with 194 yards on 51 carries.

North Dakota State Jan. 8. Bison face a stiff December schedule that includes such teams as Loyola University of Chicago, St. Louis University, South Illinois University as well as two Montana teams and Concordia.

No doubt NDSU will take its share of bumps on this trip; however, values of the lessons learned should reflect when the Bison open conference play against South Dakota State Jan. 8.

Sophomore guard Joe Schaefer resumed practice Monday after being hobbed by a knee injury all last week. The former Minn. Ryan star was sidelined most of last season's year with mononucleosis.

A healthy Schaefer could mean a lot to the Bison varsity as the season progresses, potentially Schaefer is one of the best basketball players to hit NDSU and needs only to be healthy to exploit his Many natural abilities. Gary Paulrud, 64 forward, has also been sitting out last week's meetings due to a musculo-skeletal problem.

"BISON WINS SCORING TITLE

As expected State College of Iowa and University of North Dakota won in Saturday's game to share the title with NDSU.

Dave Osborn scored three easy touchdowns against the Vikings and then grabbed a 30-yard pass to give him the NCAA scoring championship. Two of the TDs came on one-yard plunges and the other on a 60-yard punt.

BASKETBALL OPENS DEC. 1

Basketball Coach Chuck Bentz announced the 1965-66 basketball season with a team improved last year but again hampered by a lack of height that will hinder chances of NDSU becoming a consistent winner.

Bison face a stiff December schedule that includes such teams as Loyola University of Chicago, St. Louis University, South Illinois University as well as two Montana teams and Concordia.

No doubt NDSU will take its share of bumps on this trip; however, values of the lessons learned should reflect when the Bison open conference play against South Dakota State Jan. 8.

Sophomore guard Joe Schaefer resumed practice Monday after being hobbed by a knee injury all last week. The former Minn. Ryan star was sidelined most of last season's year with mononucleosis.

A healthy Schaefer could mean a lot to the Bison varsity as the season progresses, potentially Schaefer is one of the best basketball players to hit NDSU and needs only to be healthy to exploit his Many natural abilities. Gary Paulrud, 64 forward, has also been sitting out last week's meetings due to a musculo-skeletal problem.
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As expected State College of Iowa and University of North Dakota won in Saturday's game to share the title with NDSU.

Dave Osborn scored three easy touchdowns against the Vikings and then grabbed a 30-yard pass to give him the NCAA scoring championship. Two of the TDs came on one-yard plunges and the other on a 60-yard punt.
New Federal ROTC Bill Affects Local Program

A new Reserve Officers Training Corps bill was signed by President Johnson Oct. 14.

The ROTC Revitalization Bill provides:

1. Scholarship aid to four-year Air Force and Army ROTC students. Aid will cover tuition, laboratory fees, books and a $50 per month allowance. Navy ROTC is already under such a program.

2. Bursary pay of $40 a month for those juniors and seniors not under ROTC scholarship aid. Formerly pay was $27 per month.

3. Increase in pay for ROTC students in summer training from $78 a month to $111.15.

4. An authorized two-year program aimed at transfers from junior colleges with no ROTC program. Students qualify by taking six weeks of summer training.

5. A $300 uniform-allowance for ROTC graduates commissioned as regular officers.

One of the changes affecting transfers from junior colleges with no ROTC program aimed at transfers from junior colleges was the increase in pay for ROTC students in summer training from $78 to $111.15.

The program, whose hostess is Mrs. H. R. Albrecht, is open to all college women.

Mrs. Jo Anderson, home economics demonstrator for Northern States Power Company, will present novelty recipes which will be passed out to those who attend. Housemothers from any fraternity, sorority or campus housing unit will be given an opportunity to show any craft they may wish to present.

LEARN TO FLY NOW!

- Complete your curriculum with an Aviation Degree
- Increase Your Earning Power
- Be of Greater Value to an Employer
- The Safest Means of Transportation
- Learn to Fly in a Late Model Cessna 150
- It's Fun also

COMPLETE PRIVATE PILOT FLIGHT COURSE - INCLUDING PRIVATE LICENSE

No Money Down — Only $26.33 per month including Ground School

For more details contact

KUNDERT AVIATION

Moorhead Airport - Fargo, N. D.

Phone 222-2922

Federal Aviation Agency Approval Flight School

## CLASSIFIED AD SECTION

**SPECTRUM CLASSIFIED**

**RATES:** $0.50 per word

**WANTED**

Interested in seeing your writing and/or pictures in print? Come and see Managing Editor Lynn Lawrence at the Spectrum Office 7:30 to 9 p.m. Wednesdays. The Spectrum continues to seek good reporters and photographers and has a budget for your work. Prior journalism training helpful, but not an absolute necessity. Be able to write clearly and with good command of English who can be trained as well as editors and cartoonists also are in demand.

Use Spectrum Classified Ads